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Managing information confusion in ESG
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ESG: Confusing?  Without a doubt…

Multiple frameworks and 
standards

A vast array of data vendors

icons by noomtah @ flaticon

Source: Neil Farrel - LinkedIn

Nothing is finalised, everything is
evolving
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And data does not represent a single truth

icons – noomtah, chanut-is-industries, smashicons @ flaticon

Sources: Berg, Kolbel & Rigobon. Aggregate Confusion: The Divergence of ESG Ratings. 2020. 

ESG data has a lot of subjectivity

How do you decide what to do?

How confident can you be?
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LAB: A business intelligence technology for ESG

Build Analyse UseData

Reduce Uncertainty Flexible Applets Investment Domain Reporting or Investing
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Data – Reduce Uncertainty
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Vendor 
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Vendor 
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CO2

Ratings

icons – phatplus, geotatah, smashicons @ flaticon

Multi-data vendor & data type

Needed to fill data gaps

Needed to understand dispersion
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Build – Flexible ‘Applets’

For combining data

For investment product design

icons – eucalyp @ flaticon

For analysis and reporting
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Analyse – Investment Domain

icons – freepik, noomtah, smashingstocks @ flaticon

ESG/Performance analytics

ESG product analysis

Investment product design
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Use – Reporting & Investing

icons – freepik, juicy_fish, monkick @ flaticon

For internal & external reporting

For building investment products

For independent analysis
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Important note:

By reading this presentation you agree to the following restrictions:

This presentation (“Our Presentation”) was created solely for pre-authorised recipients and is not intended for broader publication. In Our Presentation, references to “2RSQUARED”, “we” or
“us” refer to 2RSQ Services Limited (“the Company”).

At present, 2RSQUARED is not authorised to carry out any regulated activities for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and/or the FCA Rules – however, we may
decide to seek such permission in the future. Our Presentation is not intended to solicit assets for investment purposes. You acknowledge that Our Presentation is not intended to constitute
a financial promotion for the purposes of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and/or the FCA Rules.

The content of Our Presentation should be treated confidentially and not completely or partially passed on to third parties, neither in print form nor in any electronic format.

Our Presentation was created for informational and background purposes only. It is not an integral part and should not be construed as such of an offer of, solicitation of an offer to buy or
solicitation of any subscription or other acquisition of any membership or other participation be it equity or debt based in the Company or an existing or future associated company or legal
successor or any membership interests currently owned by the Company’s partners (the “Partners”), nor should it or any part thereof be the basis of, or be relied on in connection with any
contract to purchase or subscribe for any membership of the Company or with any other contract or other obligation whatsoever. Our Presentation does not constitute and shall not be
construed as a prospectus of any kind or offer document in whole or in part. Our Presentation and the information contained herein are not an offer to purchase a membership in the
Company nor securities of any legal successor for sale in the United States.

Any assumptions, views or opinions (including statements which could be interpreted as projections, forecasts or other forward-looking statements) contained in Our Presentation represent
assumptions, views or opinions of the Company as of the date indicated and are subject to change without notice.

The Company disclaims any obligation to update or revise any statements, in particular forward-looking statements, to reflect future events or developments. All information not separately
sourced as indicated is derived from the Company's data and estimates. The information in Our Presentation is not intended to predict actual results, and no assurances are given with respect
thereto.

The information contained in Our Presentation has not been independently verified, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the fairness, accuracy, completeness
or correctness of the information contained herein and no reliance should be placed on it. Neither the Company nor its Partners accept any liability for any loss howsoever arising (in
negligence or otherwise), directly or indirectly, from Our Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with Our Presentation.

Our Presentation contains information about the financial performance of investment templates provided by the 2RSQ technology platform “LAB”. You should be aware that this information
is provided for illustrative purposes only and has not been audited or verified by an independent party. Past performance is no reliable indicator of future performance and any future
investments based on the same or similar investment templates as displayed in Our Presentation may not achieve the same level of returns as indicated in Our Presentation. The value of
investments may fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount they invested.

All amounts are stated in US Dollars (USD) unless otherwise indicated. Rounding differences may occur. This presentation includes "forward-looking statements”. These statements contain
words such as “anticipate”, “believe”, "intend", "estimate", "expect” and words of similar meaning. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this presentation,
including, without limitation, those regarding the Company's financial position, business strategy, plans and objectives of management for future operations are forward-looking statements.
By their nature, such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors that could cause the actual results, performance or
achievements of the Company to be materially different from results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking
statements are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company's present and future business strategies and the market environment in which the Company will operate in the future.
These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this presentation. Each of the Company, the Company’s management and their respective agents, the Partners and employees
expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to update any forward-looking statements contained herein. You are urged to consider these factors carefully in evaluating the forward-
looking statements in this presentation and not to place undue reliance on such statements.

To the extent available, the industry and market data contained in this presentation has come from official or third-party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys
generally state that the data contained therein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee, representation or warranty (either expressly or implied)
of the accuracy or completeness of such data or changes to such data following publication thereof. Third party sources explicitly disclaim any liability for any loss or damage, howsoever
caused, arising from any errors, omissions or reliance on any information or views contained in their reports. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on any of the industry or market
data contained in this presentation.

This presentation is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident of or located in the United States, Canada, Australia, Japan or any
locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation of such jurisdiction or which would require any
registration or licensing within such jurisdiction. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of the laws of other jurisdictions.
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